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SERVICES

+ Excavation

Bulk and detailed earthworks, including site 
clearing, bulk cut to fill, lay-down area preparation, 
rock excavation and mobile contract crushing and 
screening, batters and benches, as well as set-downs, 
pad and strip footings, and pile caps. 

+ Retention

Design and certification of temporary and permanent 
retaining structures, including piled, shotcrete, in-situ, 
and earth reinforced retaining structures - anchored, 
cantilevered and gravity walls. Temporary and 
permanent ground anchors, soil nails and rock bolts.

+ Piling

Cost effective project specific solutions involving bored, 
driven, sheet and CFA piling methods. 

+ Foundations

Construction of building and complex structure pad, 
raft or pile cap foundations, including ground slabs in 
small, large and complex structures. 

+ Landscaping

High end specification for hard and soft landscaping 
design and construction, including architectural 
pavements, features and retaining walls, cultivation, 
topsoil, hydro-seeding and turf installation, planting, 
irrigation, drainage, water features, fencing, steel 
and timber structures, boardwalks, furniture and 
playgrounds, ovals and sport-courts, and lighting.

+ Remediation & Rehabilitation 

Full site remediation and rehabilitation, including 
excavation and removal, containment and compaction, 
bioremediation and landfarming, in-situ stabilisation, 
screening and abatement, chemical treatment and 
stabilisation, capping, trenching and cover barriers, 
revegetation, backfilling, contouring, drainage, and 
membrane vapour barrier installation.

+ Ground Improvement

Ground and soil mass engineering techniques, 
including ground stabilisation, soil mixing and pressure 
grouting, rock wedge stabilisation, platforms and 
hardstands, and dewatering.

+ Site Infrastructure

Excavation and installation of all underground site 
infrastructure, including stormwater and sewer, 
hydraulics, fire mains, potable water, communications 
and electrical (VEDN accredited). Civil pavements 
and above-ground infrastructure, including roads and 
carparks, kerbs, line marking, bollards and signage, 
as well as the excavation and construction of drains, 
swales, detention ponds, dam wall lifts and wetlands.

+ Marine Environments

Construction of sea wall and revetment structures, 
foreshore remediation, coffer dams, barge and 
pontoon works. Pier refurbishment, including specialist 
co-ordination for the supply and installation of pier 
and marina structures. Environmental management 
services, including contaminated sediment and 
containment systems.

+ Plant & Equipment

Delta Group operates the largest fleet of specialised 
plant and equipment in Australia. It is purpose-built 
for civil construction projects and regularly upgraded 
to ensure we capitalise on late model machinery and 
the efficiencies they bring to a civil works programme. 
The fleet is meticulously maintained and our transport 
logistical systems allow us to manage plant and 
equipment movements across hundreds of projects at 
any one time. 

We have an in-house fabrication workshop to custom 
design precision attachments and our capacity to 
deploy capital expenditure for new plant and equipment 
gives us the flexibility to meet any client or project 
requirement.

+ People

We refuse to accept anything but the very best we can 
give to a client and their project. We are fiercely proud of 
our success but we won’t rest on our laurels. Nor will we 
get ahead of ourselves because our willingness to learn 
and improve is our trademark. It’s why we’ve forged a 
reputation as a pioneer and trusted standard bearer of 
unparalleled safety, integrity, teamwork and excellence. 

Delta Group has the capacity to deliver end-to-end civil contracting services to support building and 
infrastructure works across urban and industrial landscapes anywhere in Australia.
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